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Abstract
We argue that the dierence between the structure functions cor-
responding to deep inelastic scattering with and without heavy





. The lower bound on charm contribution to the





; x), is calculated and compared





; x) from H1 Collaboration.
1 Introduction
Quite often mass eects in high{energy collisions are considered as some not





annihilation even such overall characteristics as hadron multiplicities
are quite sensitive to the value of masses of the primary qq pairs [1].
Recent considerations have shown that calculations based on QCD agree
well with the data at high enough energy [2] and that they yield an asymp-
totically constant dierence between multiplicities of hadrons induced by the
primary quarks of dierent masses.
In this paper we study a similar eect in a deeply inelastic process [3],
[4]. As a by-product, we estimate heavy quark contributions to the total
structure function.
2 Calculation of quark mass dependence
Let us consider, for deniteness, deep inelastic scattering of the electron
(muon) o the proton. The hadronic tensor (an imaginary part of the virtual






















, and q is the momentum





A symmetric part of W


































































In what follows we will analyse the structure function F
2
of deep inelastic
scattering with open charm (beauty) production at small x. In this section
2





. A general case will be discussed in Section 3.
At small x a leading contribution to F
2































where k is the momentum of the virtual gluon, k
2
< 0. The tensor C


denotes an imaginary two gluon irreducible part of the photon{gluon ampli-
tude, while  

describes a distribution of the gluon inside the proton. A
quantity d

is a tensor part of the gluonic propagator.
















Then the gluon distribution  

has to be calculated in the axial gauge
nA = 0 with a gauge vector n









with x dened by Eq. (3).




























































By denition, the gluon distribution  





























From an explicit form for C


(see Ref. [4], Appendix I, for details) one















































































































































































































































































In Eq. (14) the gluon distribution, g(l
2
















































































A thorough analysis shows, however, that the main contribution to F
2
at




in (13) and F
2
















































































As we are interested in a calculation of the dierence of the structure
functions corresponding to the massive and massless cases, we preserve those
terms in C
(r)
which give a leading contribution to F
2
. In [4] we have
calculated the functions C
(a)


























y(1  y)M(v; y); (23)
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where
L(u; v; y) = ln
u(1  y)




v + y(1  y)
.
(24)




















































































The analogous expressions for the functions C
(b)










yf2y[(1  2y)(1  y)  v]L(u; v; y)


































being the gluon virtuality. Then one can easily



























In the leading logarithmic approximation (LLA), only the function L
































(z) is the Altarelli{Parisi splitting function and G(Q
2
; z) is the
gluon distribution in LLA dened by Eq. (25).
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is dened by the quan-
tities (r = a; b)
C
(r)
(u; v; y) = C
(r)
(u; 0; y)  C
(r)
(u; v; y): (29)
















































































































































































; z) being dened by Eqs. (25) and (26).
The integral in l
2


















Let us consider the gluon distribution
^









; z) ' G(l
2
; z): (35)
Taking expression (35) into account, the structure function F
2
(22) has the



































































  2v]M(v; y)  1g:
(37)














































































v + y(1  y)

: (39)
3 Relation between measurable structure func-
tions
Up to now, we considered those contributions to F
2
that came from the










. Then we have taken the
















































are introduced (q = u; d; s; c; b).













































































































that have been calculated in
the previous section (see Eqs (36) and (38)).




































































































means the derivative of
G(Q
2
; x) with respect to the variable lnQ
2
.

















































y) (remember that we consider small
x).
The expression for C is given by Eq. (39) and, in terms of the variables





















As for the expression for C, it has to be dened via relation (11) and

































V = (1  y)
h







It is clear from (50) that
C(; y) > 0 (53)
for  1 <  < 1, 0  y  1 and C(; y) is negligible at  < 0 (see
Figs. 1a-1d).
Moreover, the quantitative analysis shows that at most at y  0:2, which
is relevant for small x as under consideration, one has
C(; y) > C(; y);  > 0; (54)
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From Eqs. (45), (55) we obtain the following inequality which holds for



























































































































and x between 3  10
 5
and 0:32 are now available [7]. As for












with rather large errors [8].



















































reaches at most 2  3% at HERA) we estimate the lower bound ac-






Experimental data on F
c
2
at several values of Q
2
and x are taken from Ref. [8].
Tables 1-3 present the result of our calculations of the lower bounds on F
c
2
at the same Q
2








= 1:3 GeV, m
c
= 1:5 GeV, m
c
= 1:7 GeV, respectively.
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These estimates of F
c
2
agree with the recent data on the charm contri-
bution to F
2
[8]. Our inequalities (56)-(58) are also in agreement with the





was estimated. For a detailed com-






In this paper we have demonstrated that the lowest{order quark loop contri-
butions to the structure functions at small x contain mass{dependent terms
which scale at high Q
2
. This eect can be observed experimentally, and we
predict theoretical bounds for the corresponding contributions from c-quarks
(see Eqs. (56) and (57), Figs. 3a-3c, Tabs. 1-3).
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Figure Captions
Figs. 1a-1d: C(; y) as a function of the variable  at several xed values
of y.
Figs. 2a-2d: C(; y) (continuous curves) and C(; y) (dashed curves) as
functions of the
variable  (  0) at several xed values of y.





; x) (cotinuous curves) together
with results
from H1 [8] (open and closed circles).
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